Exome sequencing approach is extensively used in research and diagnostic laboratories to discover pathological variants and study genetic architecture of human diseases. Even if present platforms produce high quality sequencing data, false positives variants remain an issue and can confound subsequent analysis and result interpretation. Our tool outperformed previous hard-filters, and calculates for each variant a score from 0.0 to 1.0, allowing application of different thresholds based on desired level of sensitivity and specificity.
Introduction
Whole exome sequencing (WES) is a powerful method ideally designed to rapidly investigate all the coding sequences in human genome at base resolution, allowing to detect a wide spectrum of genetic variations [1] [2] [3] . In the latest years great advances were taken in Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) field and WES experiments have become faster, cheaper and easier to perform. These improvements encouraged the diffusion of WES through research laboratories, and allowed its translation from basic research to clinical use 4, 5 . Indeed, WES has rapidly become a popular approach to discover new disease genes in rare Mendelian disorders [6] [7] [8] , as well as to evaluate risk alleles in complex disorders 9, 10 .
Even if WES is now easy and affordable to perform, data analysis remains a critical and difficult step due to the quantity and complexity of information obtained from each experiment 11, 12 . Previous studies have shown that genetic variants identified by exome sequencing often carries a significant proportion of false positive calls, especially INDELs 1, [13] [14] [15] . This issue often implies additional costs for variants validation by Sanger sequencing, at least in diagnostic settings 5, 16 . False positive calls pose serious challenges in downstream data analysis, introducing erroneous missense and loss of function variants, like frameshift INDELs, that are targets of most analysis work-flows 17, 18 .
Effective bioinformatic approaches to filter out false positive calls have been developed for Illumina NGS data and Variant Quality Score Recalibration (VQSR) method from GATK best practises 19 is now the most adopted filtering method. Besides its robust performances, VQSR gives optimal results when applied to large datasets, since it needs a large set of variants to train a machine learning algorithm 20 . This limits its application on single sample data, that could often occur in rare disease research projects or in diagnostic settings. Moreover, few filtering methods are available for ION WES data, since the low spread of WES on this platform has led to low interest in developing specific bioinformatic tools. As results, variant filtering strategies for single samples or trio analysis are today usually limited to hard filtering of variants based on a combination of quality parameters. For Illumina sequencing data, GATK best practises are the most widely adopted hardfilters 19 , while for ION data there are only few reported strategies 14 .
Machine learning (ML) approaches have been proven effective in solving classification problems in complex systems 21 and are rapidly diffusing also in the genomic field 22 . Indeed, ML algorithms revealed especially useful when the state of an object can not be deduced by single features or their linear combination, since they can integrate different layer of information and reveal hidden patterns in input data. In this way, ML models are often able to compute a robust probability value useful in object state classification. This approach has been successfully applied to the analysis of genomic variants and several ML based models have been developed to predict impact of genomic variants on protein functionality 23, 24 or regulatory region 25, 26 . ML algorithms are also implemented in GATK VQSR strategy for false variant filtering on large datasets 20 .
Here we propose a new tool, Genomic vARiants FIltering by dEep Learning moDels in NGS (GARFIELD-NGS), that relies on neural networks algorithm to effectively classify true and false variants. GARFIELD-NGS can be applied in single sample WES analysis and it is particularly effective on INDELs variants derived from both Illumina or ION platform. It is robust on medium and low coverage dataset and can be applied to experiments based on the recent 2-colour Illumina chemistry, as well.
Results

Prediction models
To develop a new tool for variant filtering based on neural network machine learning algorithm, we first collected 22 different WES experiments for the NA12878 sample (Supplementary Table S1 Table S2 ).
We developed 4 distinct models addressing INDELs and SNPs for both Illumina and ION platforms. After optimization of hyper-parameters and model refinement, we generated 4 prediction models optimized for each class of variants. All 4 models present 5 hidden layers, using Tanh or Rectifier activation functions for SNPs and INDELs models, respectively. Different specific values of rho, epsilon, l1, and l2 were obtained for each model as shown in Supplementary Table S3. AUC values of final models on training and validation sets were > 0.90 for all variants groups but Illumina SNPs, showing a slightly worst performance with AUC almost 0.80 ( Supplementary Fig.   S1 ). Predictions of the proposed models resulted stable over 1,000 simulations (see Methods), showing high rate of prediction label concordance and low standard error values ( Supplementary   Fig. S2 ).
Features importance
To better understand contribution of the single features, we computed features importances for each prediction models and compared results with features distributions in the corresponding variants dataset. Features importance computed by H2O are reported in Figure 1 , while a summary description of all features is provided in Supplementary Table S4 Supplementary Table   S6 . Moreover, GARFIELD-NGS was tested on medium and low coverage experiments, using variants sets obtained from sequence data downsamped to 60X and 30X mean coverage. AUC values calculated on downsampled sets (60X / 30X) are similar to those obtained with full data, as shown in Figure 2 . Finally, we tested our Illumina models on variants generated by the recent two- The copyright holder for this preprint (which was . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/149146 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Jun. 14, 2017;
6.15x10 -10 , respectively), as shown in Supplementary Fig. S17 .
To further verify GARFIELD-NGS performances and estimate optimal threshold for practical use, we tested our models on a set of variants validated by Sanger sequencing. We obtained 0. 27, 28 , GATK remains the most adopted variant caller for Illumina data, while the Torrent Variant Caller (TVC) is almost the only one adopted for ION data. Both approaches produce a discrete percentage of false positive calls, as we observed in our datasets as well (Supplementary Table S2 ). Taken singularly, variants features calculated by variants callers showed poor performance in predicting false and true calls ( Supplementary Fig. S3-7) , suggesting that their integration in a prediction model could be a more effective strategy. Thus, we decided to develop GARFIELD-NGS, a filtering method based on neural networks that integrates variant features reported by GATK or TVC (Supplementary Table   S4 ) and can be applied directly to variant callers output to improve performances of current WES analysis pipelines. Deep neural networks have been widely applied in genomic studies 29 and provided effective solutions to generate predictions from complex data, such as splicing prediction from RNA-Seq 30 or identification of binding domains in DNA or RNA sequences 31, 32 . The multilayer-perceptron alghoritm used here is especially effective to extrapolate useful classification when a large number of labeled data area available, as in our training datasets. To developed GARFIELD-NGS, we used WES data obtained by sequencing the NA12878 reference sample (Supplementary Table S1 ) and determined false and true variants by comparison with the goldstandard calls provided by Genome In A Bottle consortium (GIAB) (Supplementary Table S2 ). In 2013, GIAB has distributed the first set of gold standard calls for NA12878 sample based on integration of 13 different datasets obtained using different NGS technologies 33 . This constantly updated set of variants is now broadly accepted as a standard for variant identification benchmarking. Given a standard VCF4. The copyright holder for this preprint (which was . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/149146 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Jun. 14, 2017;  variants in true or false categories, GARFIELD-NGS calculates a prediction values ranging from 0.0 to 1.0, with distinct distributions between false and true variants (Figure 3 ). This allows tuning of variant filtering threshold depending on the desired accuracy and specificity or even integration of CP value as prioritization score rather than variant filter. The maximum accuracy thresholds retain > 95 % of true calls while reducing false calls by 36-80 %, depending on variant category (Supplementary Fig. S8 ). Even when applying a threshold corresponding to 0.99 TPR, GARFIELD-NGS maintains > 0.86 accuracy (Figure 4 and Supplementary Table S6 ). Overall, lower performances emerged for Illumina SNPs model. This may be explained by the peculiar nature of Illumina false SNPs, which are often systematic errors induced by specific sequence context 34, 35 . This kind of information are not captured by variant annotations generated by GATK and evaluated by GARFIELD-NGS models, making our approach less effective on Illumina SNPs. This hypothesis is supported by the analysis of sequencing context around the identified SNPs as shown in Supplementary Fig. S18 .
Nowadays, the most applied strategy for false positive variants filtering on Illumina are the GATK hard-filters and VQSR method 19, 20 . Alternative pipelines have been proposed such as GotCloud (Figure 4, Supplementary Fig. S9 ).
We compared false positive variants filtered by GARFIELD-NGS and other strategies demonstrating that our models recognize most false calls identified by other filters on both ION and Illumina data (Supplementary Fig. S10 ). Features distributions in false positive variants recognized
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specifically by GARFIELD-NGS suggested that our tool can identify also challenging false calls with high coverage and quality, which escape hard-filters and VQSR. Overall, GARFIELD-NGS models seem less dependent on single variant quality metrics like QD, QUAL and GQ and ION models are less influenced by coverage metric (FDP) and distribution of alternate allele observation between forward and reverse reads (FSAF, FSAR, STB, STBP) ( Supplementary Fig. S11-16 ).
When applied on replication WES datasets, the percentage of variants filtered as false positive by our models is significantly higher when applied to rare variants (ExAC MAF < 10 -5 ) compared to common variants for both Illumina and ION data (p-value 8.84x10 -11 and 6.15x10 -10 ), as shown in Supplementary Fig. S17 . This supports the general applicability of our methods, since sequencing errors are expected to generate stochastic alterations presenting as rare or private variants, instead of common polymorphisms. When applied to Sanger validated variants GARFIELD-NGS confirmed to be effective in variants filtering, reaching 0.804 -0.958 accuracy (Table 1) .
Overall, our tool effectively reduces false INDEL calls and could be useful to improve WES results interpretation considering that many work-flows search for variants that potentially alter gene function, especially loss of function variants like frameshift INDELs 17, 18 . GARFELD-NGS can be successfully applied to SNPs filtering as well, with performances comparable to hard-filters or VQSR.
These results define GARFIELD-NGS as a robust tool for all type of Illumina and ION exome data, with particular focus on single or small multi-sample experiments. GARFIELD-NGS script performs automated variant scoring on VCF files and returns a standard VCF output with prediction score added as INFO tags. Thus, it can be easily integrated in already established analysis pipelines.
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Variant calling
Illumina data were analysed following GATK best practices 19, 20 . Briefly, sequencing reads were aligned to hg19 reference genome using BWA-mem v.0.7.1, followed by duplicate marking with Picard v.1.119 and BAM file realignment using GATK 3.6. Variants were then identified using GATK Haplotype Caller 3.6 with stand_emit_conf and stand_call_conf set to 10 and 30, respectively. Ion Torrent data were processed using Torrent Suite v.5.0.2 and Torrent Variant Caller (TVC) v.5.0.2. Briefly, sequencing reads were aligned to hg19 reference genome using TMAP, followed by BAM file realignment and variant identification with TVC v.5.0.2, using standard parameters provided by manufacturer for AmpliSeq Exome protocol. The same pipelines were used to identify variants in 30X / 60X downsampled experiments. GATK and TVC were selected as the most widely adopted variant callers for Illumina and Ion Torrent data. To provide comparable representation of alleles across VCF 4.2 files, variants were decomposed, normalized and left aligned using vt tool 44 . Focusing on exome regions, we considered for further analysis only variants group were then splitted randomly in 4 independent datasets to be used in models development: pretraining, training and validation sets were used to develop and refine prediction models; test sets contained ~ 50% of overall variants and were used to assess prediction performances. Since both Illumina and ION platforms have high accuracy on SNP calls, SNPs sets contained a strongly unbalanced proportion of true calls. To avoid overfitting on true calls, pre-training and training sets were balanced by randomly removing true calls so that they contain at least 20 % of false variants.
Additionally, we assembled a 60X and a 30X test sets merging variants derived from downsampled experiments (see data sources) and randomly selecting ~ 50% of overall variants. HiSeqX test set was obtained merging variants from 3 HiSeqX experiments (see data sources). Detailed description of the final datasets used in this study is reported in Supplementary Table S2 
Evaluation of features importance
We used variant features reported in VCF file version 4.2 produced by GATK and TVC variant callers to train deep learning algorithms predicting true out of false variants. Detailed description of features is reported in Supplementary Table S4 . To estimate contribution of each feature, we analysed their distributions across all variants using logistic regression model to estimate their ability to distinguish false and true calls ( Supplementary Fig. S3-S6 ). Classification capability of each feature on different class of variants was also evaluated using ROC curve (Supplementary Fig.   S7 ). Features importance within each prediction model was calculated using the Gedeon First, hyper-parameters were optimised for each model using corresponding training sets and 10 fold cross-validation. We used random search to explore space of 6 hyper-parameters: l1, l2, rho, epsilon, hidden layers and activation function. Search was conducted with early stopping based on log-loss (5 stopping rounds with 10E-03 stopping tolerance), generating at least 10,000 different models. Models were ranked according to cross-validation AUC and the best five hyper-parameters
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The copyright holder for this preprint (which was . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/149146 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Jun. 14, 2017;  combinations were used for further model refinement. For each combination we first performed unsupervised pre-training with autoencoder on pre-training sets using 1,000 epochs and early stopping based on log-loss (10 stopping rounds with 10E-5 stopping tolerance). Prediction models were than initiated with the corresponding pre-training model and refined on training and validation sets using 1,000 epochs and early stopping as above (Supplementary Fig. S20 ). For each group of variants, a final prediction model was selected based on AUC value on validation set. The architecture of each model is reported in Supplementary Table S3 . Finally, GARFIELD-NGS prediction performance for each variants category was evaluated on test sets using the corresponding model.
Features and models stability
Stability were assessed by 1,000 simulations for each of the four models. In each simulations we removed a random 1% of the original training set and then performed model training with the same parameters used for the original model. To evaluate models stability, we analysed concordance of predictions on test sets across the 1,000 simulated models, measuring concordance of prediction label and standard error of the output value. Features stability were assessed measuring the standard error of scaled importance for each feature across the simulated models.
Comparison with hard-filters and VQSR Variants in our 4 test sets were re-analysed using hard-filters for Illumina, as described in GATK best practises 19 ,and ION 14 data. For Illumina data we created 2 sets of filtered variants using quality based metrics and then adding genotype quality (GQ) filter after GQ refinement, as described in GATK protocols. Instead, for ION data we created 3 sets of filtered variants applying hard, medium and low stringency filters proposed in the original paper.
Variant Quality Score Recalibration (VQSR) was applied separately to VCF files from each sample according to parameters described in GATK best practises for WES experiments 19 , to reproduce filtering on single samples. This method reports for each variant a VQLOD value and it can be applied as hard filter, choosing the desired filtering tranche. We compared performances of VQSR and GARFIELD-NGS on the test sets variants, considering both VQLOD value distribution or the 4 suggested hard-filtering thresholds (100, 99.9, 99, 90 tranches). VQSR could not be applied effectively to ION data, since the VCF file produced by TVC lack several features evaluated by this filtering method.
GARFIELD-NGS validation on external dataset
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. CC-BY-NC 4.0 International license not peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/149146 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Jun. 14, 2017;  To test GARFIELD-NGS on completely independent data, we assessed how our models filter variants from WES data not processed by our pipeline. We obtained VCF files for 35 Illumina (mean coverage >60 X) and 32 ION (mean coverage > 90 X) WES experiments. Illumina data were generated on either HiSeq 2000 or HiSeq 1000, using Agilent SureSelect All Exon v4 or v5 kits for exome capture. Variants were identified using GATK v.3.3 or v.3.4 following GATK best practices.
ION data were generated on Ion Proton, using Hi-Q chemistry and AmpliSeq Exome RDY kit for exome capture. Variants were identified using TVC v.5.0 or v.5.2. Variants were decomposed, left aligned and normalized using vt tool and then annotated with MAF in human population from ExAC v0.3.1. We analysed the percentage of rare (MAF < 10 -5 ) and common variants that were filtered by our models using the max accuracy thresholds in each sample.
To validate GARFIELD-NGS and estimate optimized thresholds for practical usage, we applied our models to a set of external variants that were previously validated by Sanger sequencing. We Gene panel data were generated on MiSeq platform using TruSeq custom amplicon assay (64 samples) or Nextera rapid capture assay (22 samples) for target region capture. Samples resulted in mean coverage between 70 and 650X. WES data were generated on HiSeq 2000 platform using Agilent SureSelect All Exon v4 / 5 for target region capture. Samples resulted in mean coverage between 70 and 650X.Variants were aligned to hg19 reference genome using BWA and variants were identified using GATK UnifiedGenotyper. ION data were generated on Ion Proton platform, using Hi-Q chemistry, PI v3 chip and AmpliSeq Exome RDY kit for exome capture. Samples resulted in mean coverage between 80 and 120X. Sequencing reads were aligned to hg19 and variants were identified using TVC v.5.2. Based on results from Sanger sequencing, we assessed the performance of our models to distinguish false and true variants and estimated optimal thresholds for variant filtering.
Data availability and implementation
The Illumina and ION datasets analysed in the present study are available from the SRA archive repository or Thermo Fisher Cloud as described in Supplementary Table S1 . Releases are freely available at: https://github.com/gedoardo83/GARFIELD-NGS . CC-BY-NC 4.0 International license not peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/149146 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Jun. 14, 2017; 
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Performance of GARFIELD-NGS prediction when applied to external variants validated by Sanger sequencing. The number of samples and the number of true / false calls in each category is reported, together with the optimal threshold for filtering. Variants with CP < threshold are classified as false.
TPR: true positive rate, TNR: true negative rate. 
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